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Sommario

Sta emergendo un crescente interesse nei confronti di materiali 
superisolanti per il retrofi t energetico, dato il loro elevato poten-
ziale nel raggiungere gli obiettivi prestazionali imposti dalla legi-
slazione energetica, anche quando utilizzati in spessore ridotto. In 
questo contesto è stato fi nanziato il progetto Horizon !"!" Wall-
ACE (!"#$-!"#%), mirato a sviluppare una serie di nuovi prodotti per 
l’edilizia a base di aerogel attraverso un approccio collaborativo tra 
partner industriali, centri di ricerca e proprietari e gestori di patri-
moni immobiliari. Le analisi su un intonaco isolante per isolare le 
pareti perimetrali dall’interno, condotte a di& erenti scale, costitu-
iscono l’oggetto dell’attività di ricerca specifi catamente condotta 
dagli Autori. A valle di una dettagliata caratterizzazione termica, 
l’intonaco con le migliori prestazioni è stato applicato a un edifi cio 
di social housing a Torino per testarne la fattibilità tecnica e le pre-
stazioni termiche in reali condizioni di esercizio. Infi ne, attraverso 
una serie di simulazioni energetiche dinamiche, è stata valutata la 
potenziale riduzione della domanda energetica a scala di edifi cio.
Parole chiave:
ԥ Aerogel
ԥ Intonaci a base aerogel
ԥ Retrofi t energetico
ԥ Involucro edilizio
ԥ Materiali superisolanti

Abstract

The interest on superinsulation materials is growing, as particu-
larly suitable in energy retrofi t interventions due to the possibi-
lity to achieve relevant improvements even when used in low 
thickness. In this fi eld, a specifi c EU funded H!"!" project, named 
Wall-ACE, was carried out in the last three years, connecting pro-
ducts manufacturers, researchers and buildings owners, with the 
common goal of developing and testing a set of new aerogel 
based insulating products to be used in new and existing buil-
dings. The study here presented reports the results of the rese-
arch activity developed by the Authors on a novel aerogel based 
internal plaster. Firstly a set of analysis at material level was car-
ried out to identify the most e& ective mixture able to achieve 
the target value of thermal conductivity <"."' W/mK. Then the 
application on a demonstration building allowed evaluating the 
actual thermal resistance achievable under real operating con-
ditions. Finally, simulations at building scale were performed to 
determine the energy-saving potential of this retrofi t tecnique.
Keywords:
ԥ Aerogel
ԥ Aerogel based plaster
ԥ Energy retrofi t
ԥ Building envelope
ԥ Superinsulation
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Introduction
The European Union targets for !"'" require at least a ("% cut in 

greenhouse gas emissions and a '!.)% improvement in energy e*  -
ciency [#]. Since the largest part of the energy demand is related to 
the building sector [!], it is of paramount importance to improve the 
thermal performance of buildings, whether new or existing. Analysing 
the key numbers in Italy, it is clear that the main issue is to fi nd solu-
tions for the existing building stock, since it represents the largest and 
poorly insulated portion of the entire building sector. Interventions 
on existing buildings have to be carefully managed, due to the rele-
vant constraints that have to be faced, i.e. related to the heritage value, 
the limited internal space, the irregular surfaces, the thermal bridge 
incidence, and the hygrothermal compatibility. A growing interest 
on super-insulating materials, e.g. aerogel based, is emerging and 
research on this topic is strongly pushed and funded by European 
Union. In this framework the Horizon !"!" project Wall-ACE ['] has 
been carried out in the last three years aimed at developing a set of 
novel building materials for both new buildings and existing ones, 
moving from the product development scale to the real buildings 
application, through a collaborative approach among the di& erent 
actors involved in the projects, as products manufacturers, research 
institutes and buildings owners/managers/installers.

The aerogel is a super insulating lightweight material characte-
rized by a thermal conductivity lower than "."! W/mK (Soleimani 
Dorcheh e Abbasi, !""+; Ruben et al., !"##; Cuce et al., !"#() that makes 
it suitable for the application as building insulating material, alone 
or embedded in various products, e.g. renders, plasters or coatings 
(Stahl et al., !"#!; Buratti et al., !"#$; De Fatima et al., !"#$; Berardi, !"#+; 
Pedroso et al., !"!"; Ganobjak et al., s.d.)

The analysis carried out on several case study buildings have shown 
the suitability of this material for the energy retrofi t (Schuss et al., !"#,; 
Stahl et al., !"#,; Ganobjak et al., s.d.). Five fi nal products were develo-
ped in the project, based on Kwark®aerogel developed by the partner 
Enersens [(] according to a patented process: an external insulating 
render, an internal insulating plaster, an internal coating fi nishing, an 
insulating patching fi ller and aerogel fi lled bricks. Since these solu-
tions are characterized by a super insulating performance, a target 
value for the thermal conductivity was set at "."' W/mK (except for 
the insulating fi lled bricks). A detail of the main characteristics of the 
listed products is reported in Table #, while in Figure # the di& erent 
Wall-ACE products are shown.

Table ! – The Wall-ACE products
Tabella ! – Prodotti Wall-ACE

Product Manufacturer Application !-value 
[W/mK]

" 
[kg/m#]

Insulating render Quick-Mix External $.$%& %$'

Internal insulating 
plaster Vimark Internal $.$%& (')

Internal coating 
fi nishing Vimark Internal $.$%* (')

Insulating 
patching fi ller Toupret Internal $,$'+ (,'

Aerogel fi lled 
bricks

LEIPFINGER 
BADER - $.$*+ -

The products listed before were optimised and analysed at dif-
ferent levels: at material scale, at component and at building level 
through in-fi eld application and through dynamic thermal simula-
tions. The laboratory tests were aimed at optimizing the formulations 
in order to achieve the required target --value and at determining 

other additional properties (e.g. mechanical and hygrothermal pro-
perties, VOC emission, sound absorption) for a complete material 
characterization. The analyses at component level were carried out 
through in-fi eld applications on real buildings located in di& erent 
EU countries (Italy, France, United Kingdom, Switzerland) in order 
to test the products’ thermal behaviour under di& erent boundary 
conditions. Moreover, numerical simulations were performed both 
at component level to assess the performances of di& erent materials 
confi gurations (Fantucci et al., !"!") and at building scale to investi-
gate the energy demand reduction achievable by using the Wall-ACE 
products as a retrofi t solution in representative building typologies.

This paper deals with the thermal insulating plaster developed 
to be used on the indoor side of the wall, being this activity specifi -
cally carried out by the Authors.

The Wall-ACE aerogel based thermal insulating plaster
The developed aerogel based thermal insulating plaster is mine-

ral-based and applicable both manually and with a spraying machine 
in thickness that can range between ! and #" cm. Several formulations 
were produced and tested. First results not achieving the target value 
but quite promising from the thermal point of view, were presented in 
(Fantucci et al., !"#+) and (Fantucci et al., !"!"). The results of the overall 
analysis related to the last thermal insulating plaster formulation matching 
a thermal conductivity lower than "."' W/mK ± '%, is hereafter presented.

Test at material level
As far as the thermal conductivity measurement is concerned, the 

EN #!$$, Standard (CEN, !""#) was used, reporting the methodology 
for material characterised by medium-high thermal resistance. In this 
specifi c case a heat fl ux meter apparatus (Figure !, Table !) was adop-
ted. According to this method, prismatic samples (~("x("x) cm) of 
the thermal plaster were prepared. The specimens were thus dried in 
oven until constant mass was reached and then sealed in a vapour-
tight envelope to avoid any water vapour migration from the ambient 
to the sample or vice versa during the test. Once placed the sample 
between the instrument plates a temperature di& erence between 
the plates was set (e.g. !" °C) and through the collected data of heat 
fl ux and surface temperatures, the --value was thus measured. In 
order to evaluate the reproducibility of the results, two samples of 
each plaster formulation were tested. Moreover, a cross comparison 
test on the same formulations was performed by the certifi ed lab of 
the University of Stuttgart, demonstrating a very good agreement.

F igure ! – a) the insulating patching fi ller; b) the aerogel fi lled 
bricks; c) the insulating render; d) the internal insulating pla-
ster; e) the thermal coating fi nishing
Figura ! – a) lo stucco riempitivo isolante; b) i mattoni con riempimento di aerogel; 
c) l’intonaco esterno isolante; d) l’intonaco interno isolante; e) la rasatura isolante
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Through the same HFM, adopting a procedure detailed in (Tleoubaev 
and Brzezinski, !"",), the specifi c heat capacity value was also deter-
mined so to have actual data to be used in thermal simulations.

Ta ble " – Technical data of the HFM adopted
Tabella " – Speci# che tecniche del HFM utilizzato

Range u.m.

Thermal conductivity range $.$(–$.% W/mK

Accuracy ±( %

Reproducibility ±$.- %

Temperature control accuracy ±$.$( °C

Temperature range -($ to )- °C

Thickness accuracy ±$.$%- mm

Measurement area %-+ x %-+ mm

Maximum sample size )($ x )($ mm

Maximum sample thickness %$' mm

Figure " – a) The HFM apparatus for the thermal conductivity 
and specifi c heat capacity measurement; b) the climatic cham-
ber adopted for the sample conditioning; c) sample size for the 
thermal conductivity and specifi c heat measurement
Figura " – a)Il termo$ ussimetro adottato per le misure di conduttività termica e di 
calore speci# co; b) la camera climatica utilizzata per il condizionamento dei cam-
pioni; c) dimensioni dei campioni di materiale per condurre i test

In Table ' the results are reported. As it is possible to notice the ther-
mal conductivity reached a very low value, below the target set in the 
project proposal. For an internal plaster this is a very promising result 
since even when applied in low thickness, it is possible to achieve a very 
high thermal resistance with a minimum reduction of internal space, 
which can constitute a relevant barrier when intervening from inside.

T  able # – Results of the thermal insulating plaster test and com-
parison with Italian limit value (MiSE, !"#$)
Tabella % – Risultati dei test sull’intonaco termoisolante e confronto con il valore 
limite italiano (MiSE, "&!')

!
[W/mK]

cp
[kJ/kgK]

Thermal insulating plaster $.$%& ,,*

In-! eld measurements
In the testing phase under real operating conditions, the internal 

plaster was applied on a #%!" building located in Turin (Italy) owned and 
managed by the social housing organization ATC (Agenzia Territoriale 
per la Casa del Piemonte Centrale). The long-term campaign measure-
ment was carried out on two identical solid brick walls (thickness )! cm), 
with the same orientation (S-E), facing the same indoor environment 
and presenting the same thermal transmittance, as verifi ed through 
a pre-test measurement campaign (Figure 'b). A wall was selected 
as reference wall (RW), the other was retrofi tted with a ~(.) cm layer 
of thermal insulating plaster (PW) manually applied. Generally, these 

materials are applied in thickness of ~) cm, but in this case being the 
existing wall surface quite irregular, after the material application, on 
the measurement area, an average thickness of (.) cm was determined.

F  igure # – a) The ATC building selected as pilot site; b) the pla-
ster application; c) the walls selected for the monitoring; d) the 
sensors adopted for the monitoring
Figura % – a) L’edi# cio ATC selezionato come caso studio; b) la fase di applicazione 
dell’intonaco; c) le pareti selezionate per l’applicazione e il monitoraggio; d) i sen-
sori adottati per il monitoraggio

The methodology adopted for the in-situ measurement and the 
determination of the thermal transmittance followed the ISO %+$%-# 
Standard (ISO, !"#() post processing the data to obtain the thermal 
transmittance with the progressive average method. The thermal 
transmittance was measured for both the walls (RW and PW) in order 
to determine the increment of thermal resistance due to the insula-
ting plaster layer. Moreover, the actual in-fi eld thermal conductivity of 
the plaster layer was assessed. To perform this direct measurement a 
heat fl ux meter was placed on the internal plaster surface along with 
two thermocouples located respectively on the internal surface and 
on the plaster-wall interface; the thickness of the plaster layer was 
determined by several measurement in di& erent points. Through the 
reverse formula for the thermal resistance calculation, it was possible 
to assess the in-fi eld thermal conductivity. Results of a representa-
tive week in April is reported in Figure (. According to the schedule 
of the project, measurements on this last formulation had to be car-
ried out in the spring season. Nonetheless, the temperature di& e-
rence between inside and outside was maintained su*  ciently high, 
choosing a week with low outdoor temperature and by setting the 
room temperature at around !, °C with a radiator heating system.

The in-fi eld application highlighted the technical feasibility of the 
solution, showing as the products could be easily applied adopting 
conventional tools, and demonstrated how (.) cm layer of this ther-
mal insulating plaster could allow to reduce of ~$"% the thermal 
transmittance of the wall (from # to ",(! W/m.K). The thermal con-
ductivity of the plaster layer was !#% higher than those measured in 
laboratory, due mainly to the higher moisture content in the actual 
operating conditions. Further measurements are on going.

Fi gure $ – In-fi eld measured thermal transmittance
Figura ( – Trasmittanza termica misurata in campo

Generalization and scalability of the intervention
In order to evaluate the generalization and scalability of the inter-

ventions the Authors with the support of the social housing building 
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stock owners and managers, ATC and CASE (Torino, Italy), carried out 
an extensive research aimed at selecting representative case studies 
to be used for assessing the energy demand reduction potential due 
to this specifi c intervention on external and party walls.

The case studies were identifi ed exploring the ATC database repor-
ting the main features of about # thousand buildings owned/managed 
by ATC, according to the following criteria: year of construction; exter-
nal envelopes assembly, surface/volume ratio, as shown in Figure ). 
The analysis was limited to the buildings with more than ," years, since, 
being considered under protection according to the Italian legislation 
(Italian Government, !""(), limited external interventions are allowed 
and the application of an internal thermal plaster can represent the 
most suitable retrofi t strategy. For each category thus, the number and 
the percentage of buildings were assessed to select the case studies 
that largely represents the entire building stock and annual dynamic 
energy simulations were performed. The analysis here reported consi-
ders just the buildings built before #%(% and characterized by the same 
technology as the pilot site adopted for the monitoring (solid brick wall).

Figur e % – ATC buildings per construction period and building 
envelope assembly’s typology
Figura ' – Patrimonio edilizio ATC diviso in base a periodo di costruzione e tipolo-
gia di involucro

The dynamic thermal simulations were performed using Design 
Builder and Energy Plus. The properties of the building opaque ele-
ment were set according to the data measured during the in-fi eld 
monitoring, while the transparent element was set according to the 
database information. The outdoor climatic conditions are those of 
Turin, Italy (Lat. ()°N, Long. ,.$)°E), while for the indoor conditions the 
setpoint operative temperature was !" °C in winter and !$ °C in sum-
mer respectively. The ventilation rate was set at ".) ACH.

It’s important to underline that no model validations have been 
done, since the scope of the simulation was just to roughly estimate 
the energy e*  ciency improvement related to the application of the 
developed thermal insulating plaster at building level, not to investigate 
the outcome of a more general deep renovation approach on existing 
buildings, which should include other key interventions (i.e. on glazing 
and HVAC systems). These results represent the fi rst step towards an 
overall technical and economical feasibility analysis. A fi rst simulation 
was thus performed on the building “as it is” without any retrofi t inter-
vention, then the building was retrofi tted with a $ cm layer of internal 
thermal insulating plaster. The plaster thickness was defi ned in order 
to achieve the U-value required by the Italian regulation for the zone 
“E” (MiSE, !"#)): U = ".!+ W/m.K +'"% in case of internal retrofi t (Table ().

Details on case study assumptions are reported in Figure $.

Table $   – U-value simulated for the selected building
Tabella ( – Valore di trasmittanza simulato per l’edi# cio selezionato

U value [W/m.K]

Existing Retrofi t ) cm Limit value D.M. %)/$)/(-

(.%% $.'+ $.')

CASE STUDY

Building

Via Arquata

Construction Year (,%$

Typology Bearing wall with solid brick

ATC building [%] %&

Floor area [m.] ,)$

Gross opaque 
envelope [m.] (%++

Net opaque 
envelope [m.] ($&)

Transparent [m.] ()+

U opaque envelope 
[W/m.K] (.%

U opaque partition 
[W/m.K] (.*

U transparent 
envelope [W/m.K] -.&

Figure & – Main features of ATC case study
Figura ) – Caratteristiche principali del caso studio analizzato

In this case study it is evident that the largest part of energy losses 
((%%) are related to the external walls and the party walls adjacent to 
unheated space (Figure ,); it means that a retrofi t intervention on that 
elements represents a very e*  cient measure, which allows achieving 
a heating energy demand reduction of about ("%.

Figure ' – Heat losses incidence through di% erent building 
envelope elements
Figura * – Incidenza delle dispersioni termiche attraverso i diversi componenti dell’in-
volucro edilizio
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The simulation results are reported in Table ). As expected, the 
energy demand related to heating is predominant and an increase 
in insulation slightly entails the cooling needs in the summer season.

Table % – Energy demand reduction for the simulated case study
Tabella ' – Riduzione della domanda energetica del caso studio simulato

Existing Retrofi t [) cm]  reduction [%]

Heating need [kWh/m%] (,'.%' (().&* +$

Heating + cooling need [kWh/m%] %$).+) ('-.+' '+

Considering the high number of ATC buildings presenting very 
similar conditions (around !," buildings roughly with a fl oor area of 
!,"""" m. in Torino), the impact of this solution when scaled-up is quite 
powerful, in terms of energy saving and reduction of CO/ emissions.

Barriers exists and strong e& orts have to be directed to make 
these solutions a& ordable. Much has been done towards the impro-
vement of thermal and mechanical performance and related to tech-
nical feasibility, making these products ready for the market, but more 
actions have to be taken to reduce the high cost of the aerogel mate-
rial which still remain a key constraint.
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CONCLUSIONS
The study reports the results of an extensive analysis performed 

on a new aerogel based internal insulating plaster developed in the 
framework of the European Horizon !"!" Wall-ACE. The analyses 
were carried out at material, component and building level. The 
tests at material level show that this product can reach very low 
thermal conductivity values (<"."' W/mK) still maintaining accep-
table mechanical properties. The application and monitoring of 
the product on a real building and under actual operating con-
ditions confi rm the easy applicability of the product and the high 

thermal insulating performance. A thermal transmittance reduc-
tion of ~$"% was achieved by applying a (.) cm layer of plaster. 
Finally, to evaluate the energy-saving potential achievable with an 
extensive retrofi t intervention, a set of simulations were performed. 
A quite high energy saving level can be achieved (("%) and a huge 
energy saving potential can be expected when scaling-up to the 
entire building stock owned by ATC presenting the same features 
(around !,%). Hygrothermal measurements are still on-going and 
hygrothermal simulations will be carried out to deeply investigate 
the compatibility of this material with existing assemblies.
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